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Assimilation of observational data in the marine ecosystem adaptive models constructed by the
adaptive balance of causes method is considered. It is shown that the feedback balance between the
ecosystem variables and the rates of their change used in the method equations, permits to introduce
a stationary state of the ecosystem characterized by the observed mean values of the variables. The
method for assessing the normalized coefficients of influences based on application of the Euler
theorem on homogeneous functions to the functions representing material balances of biochemical
reactions of the substance transformation is proposed. It is shown that the normalized ratios of the
modeled process mean values can be used as the estimates of the reaction product derivatives
obtained on the basis of their resources included in the equations of material balances. Onedimensional adaptive model of the sea upper layer ecosystem is constructed as an example; it is based
on the scheme of cause-effect relations of the Fasham, Dacklow and McKelvie model of plankton
dynamics and nitrogen cycle It is shown that in such a model, observational data is assimilated by
automatic adaptation of the model variables to the assimilated information providing that the
substance material balance are preserved in the transformation reactions. The data simulating both
observations of the chlorophyll a concentrations and the marine environment dynamics are
assimilated in the model. Time scenarios of the biochemical processes are constructed; they confirm
applicability of the proposed method for assessing the effect coefficients based on the ratios of the
simulated process mean values.
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Introduction
A growing amount of information on the processes in the sea upper layer,
which is due to the development of numerical modeling of marine environment
physical characteristics [1] and sea surface satellite monitoring [2, 3], offers the
prospects of operative control upon the scenarios of those processes which are not
directly observed. As the non-observable processes are related to the observed ones
by the dependences known from the experience, a general system of equations of
the sea environment mathematical model provides the calculation of scenarios of
all modeled processes.
In the sea upper layer ecosystems the complex biochemical interactions of
substances and living objects [4, 5] develop against a background of dynamic
processes. The main problem of ecosystem modeling is a parameterization of
cause-effect relationships between the model variables: we have to involve a huge
number of empirical relationships and coefficients which significantly complicate
the model equations and lead to inevitable errors in the modeling results.
Assimilation of observational data in the models of ecosystems is required for
making the model estimations of process scenarios more realistic. This purpose is
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provided by probabilistic and variational methods of observational data
assimilation in numerical models of ocean dynamics [6–10]. In a series of studies,
the equations of substance transport and diffusion are supplemented by the
functions of sources and sinks describing the chemical-biological reactions
between them. This approach provides the assimilation of the observations of
chemical-biological processes directly in the equations of numerical models of the
marine environment. However, such approach results in the complex models of
marine ecosystems containing the partial differential equation reaction-advectiondiffusion [2, 5, 11].
The task of monitoring the dynamics of processes in marine ecosystems is
simplified when the archive observational data (which can be used in simpler
marine ecosystem adaptive models [12–15]) are accumulated. In these models, the
reactions of chemical and biological substances transformation are described by the
coefficients of impacts determined from the observational data. Assimilation of
observational data in the adaptive models of ecosystems comes down to automatic
adjustment of ecosystem variables to the external impacts (the results of
calculations of substance transport and diffusion as well as the results of current
observations of biochemical processes are used as them). If the volume of
accumulated information is sufficient, a complex system of functions describing
the relations between the biochemical processes can be replaced by a simpler
system of coefficients of adaptive ecosystem model impacts.
In the present work such simplified approach to the observational data
assimilation in the marine ecosystem adaptive model is considered. The purpose of
the work was to test a possibility in principal of observation assimilation in the
ecosystem adaptive model when there is a minimum volume of a priori information
on real biochemical processes in the marine environment. It was assumed that only
the signs of the effects of certain processes on other ones and mean values of these
processes are known. To carry out the mentioned test, the numerical experiments
carried out with the adaptive variant of simplified model of plankton dynamics and
nitrogen cycle proposed in were used [16].
Adaptive approach to the modeling of dynamic processes in marine
ecosystems. This approach is characterized by the use of balanced feedbacks in the
equations of ecosystem model biochemical variables. As is known, the feedbacks
make the process variation rate to be dependent on the processes themselves. If the
simulated ecosystem variable falls into the expression for the source function in the
right side of the equation, then a positive feedback takes place. If the mentioned
variable falls into the sink function, there is a negative feedback. Usually the
simulated variables are included into the source and sink functions in the right side
of the equations of marine environment dynamic model without any additional
conditions which balance the positive and negative feedbacks in each model
equation. These conditions are replaced by the global balance of negative
feedbacks which is characteristic of the traditional models of marine ecosystems.
For instance, in the known nitrogen-based model of plankton dynamics
developed by Fasham, Ducklow and McKelvie [16] hydrochemical processes in
the mixed upper layer of the sea are represented by seven ecosystem components:
the concentrations of phytoplankton (P), zooplankton (Z), bacteria (B), nitrogen
72
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nitrates (Nn), ammonium nitrogen (Na), dissolved organic nitrogen (Nd) and
detritus (D). The scheme of cause-effect relationships based on this model is shown
in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The scheme of cause-effect relationships between the ecosystem variables based on the model
developed by Fasham, Ducklow and McKelvie [16]. СН is the observations of chlorophyll
a concentration assimilated in the phytoplankton P block; DYN is the data on marine ecosystem
dynamics assimilated in other blocks

Hydrodynamic part of the model describes seasonal variations of the mixed
layer depth (the concentration of the modeled substances depends on them). So, in
the involvement mode under effect of the increasing near-water wind, the
concentration of the simulated substances in the upper layer decreases. This is
equivalent to an increase in the sink functions in the corresponding equations of the
ecosystem differential model. An inverse phenomenon (the increase in the values
of source functions) is observed at the decrease of the mixed layer depth when the
concentration of substances increases.
In the considered work the functions taking into account the marine
environment dynamics under effect of near-water wind were included into the
model of biochemical processes represented by common differential equations.
Particularly, the equation for the phytoplankton concentration took the following
form in this model [16]:
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dP
(m + h + (t )) P
,
= (1 − γ1 )σ(t ) P − G1 − μ1 P −
M
dt

where: γ1 is a share of primary production transformed into dissolved organic
matter by the phytoplankton; σ(t ) is a mean daily specific rate of phytoplankton
growth, G1 is a rate of phytoplankton consumption by the plankton; μ1 is
a specific rate of natural phytoplankton mortality, m + h + (t ) is a rate of vertical
exchange through the boundary of a homogeneous layer, h + (t ) = max[h(t ),0] ;
M (t ) is a mixed layer depth.
Let us consider positive and negative feedbacks in this equation. The first term
is a source function which is related to the phytoplankton concentration P variation
rate by the first-order positive feedback. The second and the third terms are the
sink functions linking the concentration P with the rate of its variation by firstorder negative feedbacks. The last term is an external effect on the phytoplankton
concentration which is due to the dynamics of the mixed upper layer thickness.
Positive and negative feedbacks in this equation are not balanced as the
coefficients before the function P in the right part of the equation are not linked by
some additional relations. Therefore, inaccuracies which arise when setting the
balances of source and sink functions (caused by inaccuracies of parameterization
of these coefficients) can result in instability of solutions. The same conclusions
follow from the analysis of the remaining model equations as in each of them there
are both positive and negative feedbacks and there are no additional conditions
balancing their effect. Total balance of transformation of chemical and biological
resources into the ecosystem products is provided by combining all the equations
into a system and by selecting carefully the parameterizations of intra-system
relationships.
Using the adaptive approach to the modeling of ecosystems, the balance of
feedbacks is automatically set in each equation of the ecosystem model. This allow
one to replace, when it is possible, the complex parameterizations of cause-effect
dependencies between the processes by the coefficients of effects estimated
according to observational data. Thus, the role of a priori information applied in the
adaptive models of ecosystems is determined. Moreover, the task of joint
description of dynamic and biochemical processes becomes easier as local (within
a computational grid cell) adjustment of ecosystem variables to the external effect
of substance advection and diffusion is carried out. This adjustment is also
automatically controlled by feedbacks which hold the model variables in the
predetermined boundaries of their natural variability. The consequence of this fact
is a rapid convergence and stability of the algorithms for numerical solution of
ecosystem equations.
A method for constructing adaptive models of marine ecosystems. In the
present investigation the models of cause-effect relations between the variables of
complex system which are formalized by the Adaptive Balance of Causes method
(ABC-method) [12] are called the adaptive models. In this method the second74
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order negative feedbacks between the model variables and rates of their variation
contained in each modular equation of the method are applied.
Let for the description of the processes in an ecosystem a variety of
interrelated processes represented by 0 ≤ ui ≤ 2Ci functions (which meet the
purpose of modeling), where Ci – average values of the processes, is used.
ui variables have the intra-system effects on each other in accordance with the
cause-effect relations which are assumed to be known. These relations form the
material balances of the modeled substances which can be represented by the
following correlation:
ui =

n

∑a u
ij

+ Ai ,

j

(1)

j =1, j ≠ i

where aij are the coefficients of intra-system effects; n is a number of variables;
Ai are the external effects brought against the ecosystem. Intra-system effects
express the reactions of u j resources transformation into ui products. As a result of

these reactions, the amount of product is incremented or decreased by the number
of units that is provided by the available quantity of resources and the conditions
for the reaction.
АВС-method is based on the following assumptions:
1. There is a stationary state of the ecosystem equilibrium in which, in the
absence of external effects, the ecosystem model variables in the correlation (1)
take their mean values:
Ci =

n

∑a C
ij

j

.

(2)

j =1, j ≠ i

{Ci } stationary state of {ui }

adaptive model of processes system is determined by
setting the values of {aij } effect coefficients. These values remain when averaging
the expressions (1).
2. External effects on the ecosystem do not change its stationary state; they
just result in deviations of ui variables from their Ci mean values.
3. Ecosystem variables adapt to the external effects in such a way that the

 n
material balances of intra-system 
aij u j  and external ( Ai ) reactions of

 j =1, j ≠i


substance interaction remain in the form of increments in number of reaction
products in reference to their mean values Ci :

∑

u i = Ci +

n

∑a u
ij

j

+ Ai .

(3)

j =1, j ≠ i

Ecosystem variables continuously adapt to external effects, adapting to them
within their own variability intervals 0 ≤ ui ≤ 2Ci .
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The introduced assumptions mean that the ecosystem is resistant to external
influences Ai and returns to its stationary state whenever external effects
disappear. Consequently, the applicability of the ABC-method is restricted by the
case when the ecosystem is stable and external effects do not change its structure.
In [12–15] it was shown that the system of equations of the Adaptive Balance
of Causes method is constructed in such a way as to maintain the dynamic balances
of the modeled substance masses (1). For this purpose the following general
(modular) structure of equations is proposed:
dui
= ri ui [ Fi − − Fi + ] ,
dt

(4)

where ri are specific rates of variable change; Fi − is a monotonously decreasing
and Fi + – a monotonously increasing basic functionals. Their arguments are the
value differences of the left and the right parts of the dynamic balance equations
(1). The functionals are connected by additional conditions: Fi − + Fi + = 2Ci , which
balance feedbacks in the equations of the model (4) taking into account the
resource limitation of intra-system reactions ui ≤ 2Ci . Particularly, Fi + functionals
can be determined in the following way:
Fi + = Fi + (ui −

n

∑

aij u j − Ai ) = ui −

j =1, j ≠ i

n

∑a u
ij

j

− Ai .

j =1, j ≠ i

Then the following logistic modular equation system of the adaptive model
takes place:
n



dui
(5)
= 2ri ui Ci −  ui −
aij u j − Ai  , (i, j = 1, 2,  , n) .


dt

j =1, j ≠ i



∑

It is easy to see that non-trivial solutions of the system of equations (5) satisfy
the condition (3).
In order to make intra-system and external effects not to output model
variables beyond the areas of their variation 0 ≤ ui ≤ 2Ci , the following additional
restrictions are imposed:
n

∑a u
ij

j

≤ Ci ,

(6)

j =1, j ≠ i

ui = IF [ui < 0;0; IF (ui > 2Ci ;2Ci ; ui )] .

(7)

Negative second-order feedbacks stabilize the numerical solution of the system
of equations (5). In its turn, this provides a rapid adaptation of model variable
values to each other and to external effects.
The main problem for practical implementation of marine ecosystem adaptive
models is a determination of the coefficients of aij effects according to the
observation data. Up to date, a series of approaches for solving this problem have
76
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been developed [12–15]. In the present investigation we will focus on the method
for assessing the effect coefficients based on the assumption that they retain their
values during the averaging of balance relations (1) (i. e. when the ecosystem shifts
to the stationary state) as aij coefficients show which part of u j resources convert
into ui products.
Assimilation of observational data by assessing the coefficients of effects
according to mean values of ecosystem variables. Observational data of
biochemical processes and computational data on marine environment dynamics
are the external effect factors in relation to the adaptive models of marine
ecosystems. The assimilation containing in the data observations means the
adaptation of model variables to the external effects which are directly included
into the corresponding equations of the adaptive model (5) as the additional
functions of Ai sources and sinks. Therefore, the assimilation problem consists in
the initialization of the effect coefficients on the basis of that information on the
modeled processes which is contained in the observations.
If the values of the variables are known, then the hypothesis about the
homogeneity of functions representing the material balances of intra-system
reactions (1) can be used for assessing the effect coefficients in the system of
equations (5). The Euler theorem on the homogeneous functions [17] can be also
applied to the abovementioned material balances. According to this theorem, if t is
a certain parameter and the following equality takes place
n

∑

ui (tu j ) = t

i =1

then ui =

n

∂ui

∑ ∂u
j =1

n

∑ u (u ) ,
i

j

i =1

uj .

j

In this case, ∂ui ∂u j partial derivatives can be used as aij coefficients of
effects in the АВС-model of system (5) and the system of equations takes the
following general form:


dui
= 2ui Ci −  ui −

dt




∂ui
u j − Ai  , (i, j = 1, 2,  , n) .

j =1, j ≠ i ∂u j

n

∑

If there are archived observations of ui and u j averaged processes, then the
values of ∂ui ∂u j relations are determined by the scenarios of these processes
averaged with a certain scale. In the considered case, when only mean values of Ci
processes are assumed to be known, approximate estimates can be used as the
effect coefficients in the system of equations (5). The relation of the observed mean
values Ci C j characterizes the mean rate of ui reaction products in relation to u j
resources. Therefore, in the absence of external effects the balance correlation (3)
can be expressed in the following form:
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n

∑

u i = Ci +

aij′

j =1, j ≠ i

Ci
uj
Cj

(8)

In the formula (8) aij′ coefficients are the dimensionless quantities and
Ci C j relation of mean values plays a role of ∂ui ∂u j derivatives. In order to

exclude the violation of solution stability of equation system (5) at such an
approximation of intrasystem effects, the normalization of aij′ coefficients should
be carried out. According to the conditions (6)–(7), the stability of solutions will be
guaranteed if each sum of positive and negative effect coefficients does not exceed
0.5. We assume that in the equation for ui variable of an ecosystem model m of
positive and n – m of negative effects of u j resources are contained. Then it
follows from the inequality (6) that the coefficients of positive aij+ and negative aij−
effects in the system of equations (5) should satisfy the following conditions:
1
1
, (1 ≤ j ≤ m) ; aij− ≤
, ( m + 1 ≤ j ≤ n) .
(9)
2m
2(n − m)
Hence, for the case when there is m of positive and n – m of negative effects,
the balance correlation (8) can be represented as follows:
n
C m −1
Ci
(10)
u i = Ci + i
Cj uj −
C −j 1u j .
2m j =1, j ≠i
2(n − m) j = m +1, j ≠i
aij+ ≤

∑

∑

Taking into account the expression (10), the system of equations of ABC-model (5) takes the following form:
dui
C
= 2ri u i {Ci − [ui − i
dt
2m

m

∑

C −j 1u j +

j =1, j ≠ i

Ci
2( n − m )

n

∑C

−1
j uj
j = m +1, j ≠ i

− Ai ]} .

(11)

In order to take into account the resource limitations of growth processes (for
example, in the group of ABC-model processes of {u p } (m + 1 ≤ p ≤ s ) ecosystem)
it is necessary to use AGi arg min(aim +1u m +1 , , ais u s ) logical operators [3; 12]
in the equation (11):
dui
C
= 2ri u i {Ci − [ui − i
dt
2m

m

∑C

−1
j uj

−

j =1, j ≠ i

− AGi arg min(aim +1u m +1 , , aim + s u m + s ) +

Ci
2(n − s − 1)

n

∑C

−1
j uj

− Ai ]},

j = s +1, j ≠ i

AGi arg min(aim +1u m +1 , , ais u s ) = IF (aip u p = M p ; aip u p ;0) ,
M p = min(aim +1u m +1 ,, ais u s ) ;

aip =
78

Ci −1
Cp .
2s
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If we consider temporal scenarios of the ecosystem variables at a single marine
environment point at t k discrete time moments separated by ∆t = t k +1 − t k intervals,
then the system of equations of the ecosystem (5) ABC-model can be represented in
finite differences according to the Euler method:


uik +1 = uik + 2∆tri uik Ci −  uik −





aij u kj − Aik  =

j =1, j ≠ i

n

∑


= uik + 2∆tri uik Ci − 2∆tri uik  uik −




aij u kj − Aik .

j =1, j ≠ i


(12)

n

∑

For these difference equations it is convenient to take an additional
2∆tri C i = 1 condition. Then the equation (12) is simplified:
n


1  k
(13)
uik +1 = 2uik 1 −
ui −
aij u kj − Aik  .

 2Ci 
j =1, j ≠ i

Thus, the suggested method for observational data assimilation comes down to
the inclusion of Ai observed values of external effects reduced to (−Ci ≤ Ai ≤ Ci )

∑

intervals into the adaptive model equations for ui variables. Due to the errors of
the effect coefficients estimated by the relations of mean values with the
normalization according to the formulas (9), finite difference equations (13) will
result in deviations of process scenarios from some (conditional) Ci* mean values
which differ from the observed Ci mean values. However, it is known from the
considered properties of the ABC-method that the external effects (that have zero
mean values) do not change stationary state of the system of equations of {Ci }
model. Therefore, it is easy to make the adjustments eliminating the difference
between actual and conditional mean values in the calculated process scenarios in
the ecosystem.
Assimilation of observational data in the adaptive version of the marine
ecosystem model. As an example of the proposed method application, we are to
consider the assimilation of observational data in the adaptive version of marine
ecosystem model based on the simplified scheme of model [16] cause-effect
relations shown in Fig. 1. Substituting the corresponding functions of effects in the
system of equations (5), for the system of ABC-equations of this model we obtain:
dP
= 2rP P{C P − [ P − a P / N a N a − a P / N n N n + a P / Z Z − F (CH ) − DYN ( P )]} ,
dt
dZ
= 2rZ Z {C Z − [ Z − aZ / B B − aZ / D D − aZ / P P − DYN ( Z )]} ,
dt
dB
= 2rB B{C B − [ B − a B / N a N a − a B / N d N d − DYN ( B )]} ,
dt
dD
(14)
= 2rD D{C D − [ D − a D / P P − a D / Z Z − DYN ( D)]},
dt
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dN a
= 2rN a N a {C N a − [ N a + a N a / P P + a N a / B B − a N a / Z Z − DYN ( N a )]} ,
dt
dN n
= 2rN n N n {C N n − [ N n + a N n / P P − DYN ( N n )]} ,
dt

dN d
= 2rN d N d {C N d − [ N d − a N d / P P − a N d / Z Z − a N d / D D + a N d / B B − DYN ( N d )]} .
dt

The external effects of the sea upper mixed layer depth dynamics on the model
variables are denoted by DYN (ui ) symbols in the equations (14), by F (CH ) – the
effect of chlorophyll a observations (assimilated in the equation for P) on the
phytoplankton concentration. The braces in the right parts of adaptive models (14)
retain the material balances of ecosystem component interaction biochemical reactions
provided by feedback balances in each equation with regard to internal effects.
We assume that a priori there is minimal information on the ecosystem: only
mean values of C i model variables and the signs of intrasystem effects are known.
In these conditions it is necessary to use the abovementioned approach for
constructing the estimates of coefficients by the Euler theorem in the assumption
about the homogeneity of balance correlations (2). To determine aM / N coefficients
of the effects, we use formulas (8) and (9) in which we substitute the known mean
values of the corresponding ecosystem variables.
Let us write down the model (14) in finite differences using the modular
equations of the ABC-method (12):
P k +1 = 2 P k {1 −

1
[ P k − a P / N a N ak − a P / N n N nk + a P / Z Z k − F (CH ) − DYN ( P )]} ,
2C P

1
[ Z k − aZ / B B k − aZ / D D k − aZ / P P k − DYN ( Z )]} ,
2C Z
1
[ B k − a B / N a N ak − a B / N d N dk − DYN ( B )]} ,
B k +1 = 2 B k {1 −
2C B
1
(15)
[ D k − a D / P P k − a D / Z Z k − DYN ( D)]} ,
D k +1 = 2 D k {1 −
2C D
1
[ N ak + a N a / P P k + a N a / B B k − a N a / Z Z k − DYN ( N a )]} ,
N ak +1 = 2 N ak {1 −
2C N a
Z k +1 = 2 Z k {1 −

N nk +1 = 2 N nk {1 −
N dk +1 = 2 N dk {1 −

1
[ N nk + a N n / P P k − DYN ( N n )]} ,
2C N a

1
[ N dk − a N d / P P k − a N d / Z Z k − a N d / D D k + a N d / B B k − DYN ( N d )]}.
2C N d

In order to provide the stability of the system of equations (15) solution, we
supplement it with the conditions (7):
uik = IF [uik < 0; 0; IF (uik > 2Ci ; 2Ci ; uik )] .

80
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Computational experiments on the observational data assimilation in the
ecosystem model
Let us consider simulated computational experiments with the constructed
adaptive model. As the purpose of the experiments was to test the supposed method
for observational data assimilation, it was carried out without reference of the
ecosystem adaptive model (15) to the specific marine water area. Therefore, Ci
values in mg/m3 (given in Table 2 as the elements of the matrix of aij intrasystem
effects) were chosen as mean values of the model variables. These mean values
were used to estimate the absolute values of normalized effect coefficients which
are represented in Table 2 as the elements of the matrix of aij intrasystem effects.
Table 1
Mean ( Ci ) and conditional mean ( Ci* ) values of marine ecosystem components
Ci*
3.00

Mean values

Ci

Conditional mean values

CP
CZ
CB
CD
CNa

4.00

C P*
CZ*
C B*
C D*
C N* a

CNn

4.83

C N* n

5.58

CNd

2.92

C N* d

3.71

4.20
3.74
4.40
4.76

5.97
2.06
6.64
7.13

Table 2
Coefficients of marine ecosystem mutual effects

aij

P

Z

B

D

Na

Nn

Nd

P
Z
B
D
Na

1.00
0.17
–
0.25
–

0.68
1.00
0.45
0.24
0.50

–
0.18
1.00
–
0.60

–
0.15
–
1.00
–

0.21
–
0.19
–
1.00

0.21
–
–
–
–

–
–
0.31
–
–

Nn
Nd

0.60

–

–

–

0.80

1

–

0.12

0.12

0.39

0.11

–

–

1.00

As the found coefficients of effects were the approximate estimations of true
coefficients, conditional stationary mean values of Ci* ecosystem variables should
correspond to them. To calculate these coefficients the system of equations (15)
was solved with aij coefficients form Table 2 under arbitrary initial conditions and
in the absence of external effects on the ecosystem, i. e. at F (CH ) = DYN (ui ) = 0 .
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In Fig. 2 a, b the graphs of integration convergence to conditional stationary
solution are given and the calculated conditional mean values of model variables
( Ci* ) are placed into the Table 2.
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Fig. 2. Convergence of the equation (15) solutions to the conditional stationary state Ci*
arbitrary initial conditions at normalized effect coefficients determined by the formulas (9)

As it follows from Fig. 2, the convergence of iteration process of ABC-model
equation (15) solution turned out to be quite rapid. It is obvious from the
comparison of Ci and Ci* (Table 1) values that their values noticeably differ from
each other. We recall that the idea of proposed method consisted in the fact that
due to the features of the ABC-method modeling the mentioned differences
between Ci and Ci* mean values remain constant when including the variables of
external effects on the ecosystem with zero mean values. In other words, the
reactions of ecosystem adaptive model (15) on the external effects (reduced to zero
mean values) consist in deviations of ecosystem variable scenarios from the
unchanged conditional mean values. Consequently, in order to obtain true scenarios
of variables, it is sufficient just to make the known corrections to the mean values
of scenarios calculated according to the model (15).
For testing the aforementioned idea, the observational data of chlorophyll а
(СН) concentration deviation from CCH mean values (Fig. 3) were simulated.
These data were used as an additional source function on the right part of an
equation for the model (15) phytoplankton concentration:
P k +1 = 2 P k {1 −

1
[ P k − a P / N a N ak − a P / N n N nk + a P / Z Z k − CH ]} .
2C P

The results of observational data assimilation (in the model) of chlorophyll a
*
mean values are shown in Fig. 4. As
CH concentration deviation from CCH
expected, these observations had the greatest effect on the scenario of
phytoplankton concentrations.
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Fig. 3. External effects on the ecosystem: СН – the data of chlorophyll a concentration deviation from
CCH mean values assimilated in the model; DYN – assimilated computational data on the marine
environment dynamics
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Fig. 4. The results of chlorophyll а (СН) concentration observational data assimilation in the model

This effect has extended to other variables of ecosystem model through the
intrasystem cause-effect relations.
In the next computational experiment a simultaneous assimilation of chlorophyll
a concentration observational data and the information about marine environment
dynamics effect on the intrasystem processes in the ecosystem was simulated. It was
assumed that there are the results of calculations of modeled substance transport and
diffusion processes (carried out using a numerical hydrodynamic model) for the
marine environment point in which the concentration variation scenarios of these
substances are calculated. It was decided that DYN function (Fig. 3) imitates the
scenario of marine environment dynamics effect and the concentrations of all
modeled substances adapt to it. The results of these data assimilation in the
ecosystem model relative to Ci* conditional mean values are shown in Fig. 5.
Process scenarios given in Fig. 5 are obtained as deviations from Ci*
conditional mean values. However, having true mean values of Ci variables placed
in Table 1, it is easy to introduce constant corrections to Ci* values for obtaining
the estimations of true process scenarios in the ecosystem. After introducing these
corrections the scenarios take the form shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. The results of assimilation in the ecosystem model of chlorophyll a CH concentration
observational data and computational data on DYN marine environment dynamics in relation to Ci*
conditional mean values
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Fig. 6. The results of assimilation in the ecosystem model of chlorophyll a CH concentration
observational data and computational data on DYN marine environment dynamics after reducing them
to Ci* mean values known from the observations
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Conclusion
The main conclusion from the performed computational experiments consists
in the fact that properties of marine ecosystem adaptive models allow one to
propose approximate methods for assimilation of observational data and
computational one on the modeled substance transport and diffusion in them.
Particularly, estimation of effect coefficients and construction of chemical
substance and living organisms’ concentration scenarios according to them become
possible with limited a priori information contained in mean values of variables
and in the known signs of cause-effect relations between them. When assimilating
observation time series with zero mean values, model variables adapt to each other
and to external effects saving their own mean values. This provides a possibility to
reduce the scenarios reproduced by the model to true mean values and obtain
realistic scenario estimations which take into account intrasystem cause-effect
relations.
The performed numerical experiment confirmed the possibility of using the
Euler theorem on homogeneous functions for representing the effect coefficients in
the form of partial derivatives of biochemical reaction products (these reactions
take place in the ecosystem) by the resources forming their values. The hypothesis
on the replacement of these derivatives by the relations of process observed mean
values is introduced in the assumption that the coefficients of resource
transformation into the products also remain for averaged processes. As a result of
derivative replacement by the relations of observed mean values, the coefficients
ahead of mean value relations become dimensionless which, in its turn, allow one
to introduce their normalization providing the stability of model equation solutions.
The method for observational data assimilation has its own specifics because in the
marine ecosystem adaptive models an automatic adjustment of ecosystem model
variables to the assimilating information takes place. This feature of models does
not exclude the following validation of model scenarios by comparing them with
current observational data and modeling error correction by other assimilation
methods.
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